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With over 300
participants from 25
different countries,
the Committee on
Workers' Capital is
an international
labour union
network for
dialogue and action
on the responsible
investment of
workers capital.
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inside this issue:
NEWS FROM THE CWC SECRETARIAT
The 2016 CWC Workers’ Capital Conference in Amsterdam
The CWC Taskforce on Sustainability Ratings meeting
2017 Shareholder Activism Campaign nomination process
CWC Letter on the UNPRI Consultations
CWC in the News: ESG Magazine (Please click here to
download entire magazine)

NEWS FROM CWC PARTICIPANTS
Majority of independent investors support trade union

The CWC is
renewing its
website. We are
asking participants
to answer one quick
question on Survey
Monkey. Your input
will help us build a
website that best
meets the network's
needs.

resolution at Sports Direct
AFLCIO introduces human rights shareholder proposal at
Canadian company
News from TUAC: The OECD Secretariat postponed the
publication of its final paper on Responsible Business
Conduct for Institutional Investors. The release is postponed
to better reflect the comments received on the earlier drafts
as well as the results of the consultation on the
development of a framework for general due diligence
concepts and processes relevant for all sectors.
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Capital Strategies Campaigning: Follow the money: how
leftbehind cities can hold their corporate bullies to account
Supply Chains: The Cost of Cheap: Slavery in the Supply
Chain
Just Transition: Beyond stress tests: preparing for the next
AGM season
Pensions: Mohamed ElErian’s ‘titanic’ analogy for the
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global retirement system is too simplistic to be useful
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